
What institutional changes should we consider to more effectively address 
rural traffic safety?



CHALLENGES

 Funding
 Access &  Flexibility

 Politics
 Strong leadership

 Data
 Consistency
 Commonality 

BARRIERS

 OT model
 Lack of Prioritization
 Inflexible budgeting 

processes
 Burdensome applications 

and reporting
 Politicians re-education
 Sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funding:Unfunded laws hindering implementation: ongoing new mandates; safety markings a examples such as retrofitting mandates but no $ for itFlexibility of moving funds around – maybe lack of foresight; how do you do anything with less.  Unused funds cannot move around enough/fast enough to be used for other projects Incentive funding:  0.08 pressure becomes a political decision that doesn’t trickle down.  Politics tend to ; how do we sell decision makers on safety cultureAccess by local government to federal dollarsDissuaded from applying.  Anything under 100,000 is not worth it due to requiprements.Successes do exist: Bernie mentioned engagement in Minnesota of local officials.  Low hanging fruits in localitiesState level, I apply for grants, but it is easy for me because I have grant managers, but for smaller localities.  Big picture approach.  Afraid of liability prolems.  Politics:  Rural traffic safety is not a political priority- Roads aren’t as good, but the upgrades don’t equate to the people side of saving lives over the years.  Less direct of a relationship- Perhaps education is the approach to engage local stakeholders-Getting elected leaders to become owners of this to push the issue to get local municipalities to improve enforcement focusNeeds to be local stories to allow ownership in the issues- EducationWhat stopped smoking?  When we realized it was 2nd hand smoke, it was educated, marketed.  Where is marketing and education?  When do you stop?Action of political leadership.  Governor may take a tool and “make it happen”. Data ChallengeConsistency, commonality, ability to share it – multiple agencies on different platforms.  I.E. – FL DOT is holder of the data and they don’t collect info on local roads.  Many counties have robust data collection.  When Safetea-LU was passed, State of FL used only state projects rather than the local data.  No you data isn’t part of our system.  One desk in public works, one transportation planning, a 3rd in LE/Patrol.  These three focuses are not done enough.  Structure of our organizations may not promote use. Do we all share the data sufficiently?  Massachusetts shows 34% usage.  MT has the most drunks involved in crashes, but we also report the most.Increasing scope of data.  Economic costs – are they calculated sufficiently?  If they go to level one trauma center.Level 1 centers in DC may be.“fusion centers” for traffic safety – why 	 Highway safety corridors?  Where are they, are they mandated.  In MT our own DOT shot it down.  Inflexible government.  Double fines?  Increased enforcement?  No mandates from FHWA, but in WA State they seem to have it going.  In Alaska, it seems to occur that it is on a road already on the schedule for repair.The whole OVERTIME model has not been working.  We had plenty of people for OT work, but now it is a stretch.  Nobody seems to be catching the whole generational work ethic.  Before, you would work OT, but now, people probably don’t be.  Locals cannot fill the shifts.  Out of 10 shifts last crackdown, 4 were unfunded.  Huge issue in rural  (Challenge of unfunded mandates)  Younger officers want their time off.  Older generation wanted the money, but now we want the time off.    One agency has 9 federal OT grants, and they probably couldn’t get to the traffic safety.  2ndary jobs as well are problems.  National laws about number of hours.  AK has no county sheriffs.  Just state troopers are there.  Fly or mush to calls in AK.



 Big Picture, Top-Down Leadership buy-in
 Ollie Otter (Tennessee)

 Personalization
 FHWA Initiatives

 ‘Every Day Counts’
 Crash & Citation data Accessible Online
 Risk-based approach
 SHRP-2
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Heavy on data that allows it to market itself.  Key to success for this program?  Day one is went statewide, rather than in the county specific.   Big picture vision, Zero death vision.How do you appeal to a political leader?  Break it down to the people they are prepresenting.  If there is no emotion, personal tie in.Victor mendez’s ‘Every Day Counts’, current FHWA Administrator – he feels it is a multi-faceted program.  He wants to push safety edges/drop off treatments to improve safety in run-off the road.  Administrator is willing to throw money at it.  High friction pavements, allegitably good programs with good research.  Part of it is green engineering, part is safety.Data approaches?  Locally in Michigan, we are with Michigan State police.  We took all info from Uni-10’s, ticket crash report and sanitized it and made it available to community.  Anyone can see the data online.  It is about 6 months behind, but news and local legislators (even deer whistle marketers) can go to it and allow you to research anything about crashes.  Effective as a SHSO to direct people to the data (decreased our effort) but also empowered public to see it.  Michigan DOT director has done a great jobWhen Data is not available.  “Risk-Based approach”.  Nation gets 50% of money.  Not replacing that they need data, but when data does NOT exist.  You evaluate the risk, low-impact.  You don’t have data, but you know in that state on that type of road is a problem, you can.  Data Driven process is a little different, maybe not locally, but State-wide focuses.   Minnesota is a good example.  When MN initially submitted the HSIP, the FHWA did not acecept it because it didn’t have local roads included.  They resubmitted it.  Now, they are making it happen.Injury/Medical data?  External code data project a few years back in Michigan didn’t go well. Our State EMS office is log-jammed.  No standard reporting forms.  It is on horizon, but not sure how comprehensive it is.LE approaches? Data-center/fusion center.  We have links via internet now.  Others are doing that nationally for criminally.  Are we doing this for Center for Excellence in rural safety.  Good, data base, by county, where you can look and see.  Locals may not want to fill out stuff on paper.  In MT we are doing data entrySHARP-2 has some stuff that address safety behavior issues there.  Instrumenting 2000+ vehicles across the country.  Radar, cameras, lots of data collection, run for 2 years.  Lots of years of data.  Will collect a lot about driver behavior.  This should address rural gaps in data.  Penn State is one of the collection areas, one in Seattle, on in NY. 



 Ollie Otter
 Governor mandated implementation

 Minnesota 
 FHWA’s Publications 
 High Visibility Enforcement (HVE)
 Safe On All Roads (SOAR)
 Local Safety Plans
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Ollie Otter Mascot/Safety mascot vs. dolly parton’s book in the mail taken statewide by the governor in Tennessee.  Focus occurred after a profile event.  1206 schools in tennesse all that did not have a uniform seat belt education.  Soon, 95 counties  . Started with a small amount of funds.  Now it goes to over 1/3 of all tennesse schools.  Volunteers in the state conduct presentations.  12000 volunteers of local/public/private partnership.  Funding has not been a barrier.  Effectiveness?  Market researchers involved, seat belt observations done.  15% was seat belt booster seat usage.  After 3 years, evaluation showed 45% increase.  12000 teachers are now all advocates.    The local LE and EMS come in and participate.  No one seems to say no to it.  Shocked to find out that under 16 injuries is seat belt related.   This program seems to have multiple funders.  Money often limits things.  There are over 1000 press releases that give credit to.  One full time person works on the project.  97% of US can finish the sentence “Only You can prevent a {forest fire}”.  Peer pressure thing.   Data is available on website.  You can see it for yourself.  Heavy on data that allows it to market itself.  Key to success for this program?  Day one is went statewide, rather than in the county specific.   Big picture vision, Zero death vision. Road builders assosciation was involved.  They took it themselves to legislative bodies.  Local reps would show up and get their pictures takenMN SHSO FHWA’s publications: “ 9 proven countermeasures to improve traffic safety”“low cost safety improvement publications” – 14 of them that are effective Use of HRR money – high risk rural roads; while low level of obligation now, the ones being implemented are extended.  Currently, house side is eliminating these.   Local Safety plans – all counties should have it – let’s expand it to make it common place. HVE – high visibility and stick enforecemnt has really turned things around just with strict enforcement.  Does this work in the local setting?   Yes, by two participants (after the question if HVE works in a rural setting)automated enforcement works.  While a hot button topic, I’ve seen the numbers.  It does seem to work.Maybe accepted in Maryland, but in MT it is not allowed by law.  Unfunded liability in some places.  It is a working success, but the revenue sharing that has disappeared, the LE is working for less.  Ollie Otter had many volunteer hours involved in it.  SOAR – youth seemed to be highly focused on the outreach.  Seems to have been effective in addressing rural tribal traffic safety issues. Iowa has done a good job of GIS data – they are a good example of data for all public roads.  ‘TRACS’ enables.  Now in some places.  Expensive and sophisticated.  Program is free, hardware is the problem.   



INFORMATION GAPS

 Lack of resources to 
localities 

 Perceived magnitude vs.. 
Resource allocation

 Examples of effective data 
sharing
 Iowa=good example

NEEDED RESEARCH

 Corresponding research
 Examine ‘Fusion-Center’ 

approach to data gathering
 How to retain institutional 

knowledge of legislators  
(how to avoid re-training)
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PilotsHow do we overcome institutional barrierPartnership with Microsoft.  Everything is going into it now.  Perhaps we don’t have models for effectively Sharing data.800 Megahertz upgrades were homeland security funding.  Huge gap in the federal funding and priority setting and attention paid to highway safety overall.  If we paid same attention to traffic safety as we did to homeland security.  How do you tie the emotion of 911 to get the sufficient funding for traffic safety.  Similar in the education realm; why isn’t there the discussion  Why do we not care about the 40,000 a year vs. the 3000 people of 911.  Maybe the news can’t money.Serious crashes are also to be included, rather than just fatalities.  You may have many serious crashes.  These don’t seem to get on anyone’s radar.   Legislators change so you have a whole new set of people to teach.  Termed out.  Abolish term limits?



 High level support
 Funding & Low-cost interventions
 Data driven decisions & priorities
 Local Plans and Support
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